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Abstract 

The increasing of data volumes and the tightening of requirements by the time of data processing actualize the problem of finding 
methods for optimizing data structures and queries in databases. This article presents a set of methods that can help speed up the 
processing of data. These include the method of restructuring a completed database, a method for obtaining a parallel query plan, 
and methods for optimizing queries. The presented methods can be used both in a complex and independently of each other. At 
the end of the article, are shown the results of the experiments, which were carried out on a test database for approbation of 
optimization methods for a parallel query plan. 
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1. Introduction 

It is expected that in 2025 the number of users with access to the Internet will be 75% of the total population of 
the planet [1]. They will include groups such as young children, elderly people and residents of developing 
countries – all those who previously used little or no Internet. This will not just lead to an increase in data volumes, 
but to a very sudden increase and will require large-scale changes in the collection and processing of mobile data and 
real-time information. By 2025, more than 20% of the generated data will be accumulated in real time.  

It actualizes the problems such as: 
1) saving a large amount of data. Already today the issue of data storage is of concern to a number of organizations. 

Solutions in this situation can be:  
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 technical increase of data warehouses, which cannot be infinite; 
 software-algorithmic solution, for example, by removing the processed part of the data and saving only 
processing results; 
 improving storage schemas to optimize the amount of stored data. In addition, it is not always suitable, because 
there is a need to find a trade-off between the redundancy of data and the speed of access to data. 
2) data processing with high-performance systems. Optimizers of relational DBMS are quite developed, but they 

are not able to take into account the diversity of high-performance systems. 
For all these problems, intensive research has been carried out for more than a few decades: are developed 

quantum computers that improve the speed of computing algorithms that are launched on a classic computer [2]; are 
developed hybrid architectures of computer systems for storage of unstructured data [3]; are created new database 
indexing systems [4]; are used SSD and RAM as the primary source of data storage [5]. Separately it is necessary to 
tell about development of new models of databases: NoSql, NewSql, graph models, etc. Studies are also conducted 
on the part of the problem of continuous processing of queries in distributed environments [6], creating methods for 
optimizing queries in mobile databases [7]. As for optimization of queries to relational databases, in this area of 
research the model prevails for converting SQL queries into the structure of the query tree [8]. 

Thus, today there is a variety and number of ongoing studies in the field of improving the process of obtaining 
data from various databases. But, at the moment the methods and software for optimizing data storage schemes and 
the equivalent conversion of queries to the form most effectively implemented on computer systems that allow 
parallel execution of queries are very few today and they are far from perfect. 

This article considers a set of approaches that help to reduce the amount of stored data, speed up the execution of 
queries to databases and implement aggregating queries to data in real time on systems that allow parallel execution 
of tasks. 

2. Complex for improving data processing in relational databases 

For relational databases the minimum set of steps to speed up data processing is the following:  

1. Upgrading the database schema is the first step, which should be noted (it was established by F. Codd). It is 
recommended [9] to normalize the data scheme at first, and then partially denormalize it in accordance with the 
query forms (Fig. 1). 

 

Fig. 1. Database modification scheme. 

The methods of normalization and denormalization have been sufficiently studied to this day10 and therefore, in this 
article, we will skip them. To normalize the database schema may be applied as the traditional methods based on the 
properties of the functional dependencies11 and methods based on graph theory and the lists12. To rewrite the data, can 
be applied the algebra of tuples. Its application is shown in13. 
2. Upgrading database queries. In this case, the degree of frequency of the query affects only its form of storage in the 

database. If this is a regularly executed query, then it is better to modify it one time and save it in the database. In all 
other respects, all queries must go through the following stages: creating a parallel query plan, optimizing the 
parallel query plan, optimizing the successive fragments of the plan corresponding to the branches of the parallel 
plan (Fig. 2): 
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Fig. 2. Query modification scheme. 

In most cases, queries to relational databases very rarely have degrees of nesting greater than three, rarely contain 
more than 10 tiers, it is possible to construct an initial information graph manually. But, taking into account the level of 
modern programming tools and computer technology, this task is also desirable to solve with the help of a computer. 
Therefore, it is possible to propose a program for creating an adjacency list and a matrix of contiguity of graph vertices 
for any query. 

Studies have shown that all methods of optimizing the information graph for various parameters (time, 
computational nodes, the amount of inter-processor transfers, etc.), developed for classical algorithms, are completely 
suitable for queries.  

But, for all the good properties and capabilities of these methods, queries to relational databases have their own 
specifics and therefore direct application of the listed methods will at best give some acceleration, and in the worst case 
will not give any effect. This is primarily due to the fact that the input data for queries are entire tables and they contain 
a very large amount of data. Secondly, the information graph gives information only about task parallelism, and queries 
that would contain a lot of independent subqueries are rarely encountered in practice. Therefore, often on the 
information graph in the first approximation, the stock of internal parallelism is zero. 

Let's consider several variants of the query, consisting of the commands: «select», «from», «where». 
Option 1. The query S selects data from only one table T.  The query S is a subquery to other queries 

1 ... , .kS S k N  The information graph of such a query can be represented as shown in Fig. 3a. 
First, consider the case where the query S does not contain the aggregation function «avg». 
Parallelization of the query will be done by dividing the table T  by some attribute into two tables 1T  and 2T :

1 2T=T T ,  where the symbol " "  denotes the union operation in SQL. Then the information graph of the query will 
change and take the form of the graph from Fig. 3b. 

 

Fig. 3. Graphs with whole (a) and divided (b) tables of query. 

Example. Suppose there is a table T(a,b,c,q). Consider the query S:  
Select max(d) from T where b like ‘*a*’; 

This query S in accordance with the graph in Fig. 6b) can be replaced by the following queries: 
Р1: Select @m1:=max(d) from T where a<=500 and b like ‘*a*’; 
Р2: Select @m2:=max(d) from T where a>500 and b like ‘*a*’; 
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S’: Select if(@m1>@m2, @m1,@m2); 
If the query contains a function other than max (atr), then in the queries P1 and P2, instead of max (atr), the 

function of the same name will appear and the query S’ will change insignificantly. Separately consider the option 
when there is no aggregation function in the query S: 

Select d from T where b like ‘*a*’; 
This query S in accordance with the graph in Fig. 6b) can be replaced by the following queries: 

Р1: Set @m1:=(Select d from T where a<=500 and b like ‘*a*’); 
Р2: Set @m2:=(Select d from Table1 where a>500 and b like ‘*a*’); 
S’: Select @m1 union @m2; 

Now consider the last variant of a simple query - the case where the query S contains the aggregation function 
avg. Such queries can also be represented by the scheme from Fig. 3b. 

Example. Suppose there is a query S: 
Select avg(d) from T where b like ‘*a*’; 

This query S in accordance with the graph in Fig. 6b) can be replaced by the following queries: 
Р1: Select @m1=sum(d), @c=count(*) from T where a<=500 and b like ‘*a*’; 
Р2: Select @m2=sum(d), @c2=count(*) from T where a>500 and b like ‘*a*’); 
S’: Select (@m1+@m2)/(@c1+@c2); 

Thus, regardless of the type of the aggregation function and its presence in the command Select, all queries of the 
form "select ... from T where ..." in the case of horizontal division (data parallelism) can be represented by the 
scheme shown in Fig. 3b. 

Option 2. The query S selects data from several tables 1T  and 2T :  
Select attributes from T1, T2 where (condition) and (T1.key = T2.key); 

The query S is a subquery to other queries 1 ... , .kS S k N  The information graph of such a query will also 
correspond to Fig. 3a. 

Let each of the tables 1T  and 2T  is divided in some way (in the present context does not matter how exactly) into 
two parts: 1 11 12 2 21 22T T T , T T T .    Then, by the property of natural join, there are: 

1 2 11 12 21 22 11 21 12 21 11 22 12 22T T (T T ) (T T ) T T T T T T T T .             
In accordance with this rule, the query S will be converted to the form: 

P1: Set @ m11: = (Select attributes from T1, T2 where (T1.attribute <= values) and (T2.attribute <= 
values) and (condition) and (T1.key = T2.key); 

P2: Set @ m12: = (Select attributes from T1, T2 where (T1.attribute <= values) and (T2.attribute > 
values) and (condition) and (T1.key = T2.key); 

P3: Set @ m21: = (Select attributes from T1, T2 where (T1.attribute> values) and (T2.attribute <= 
values) and (condition) and (T1.key = T2.key); 

P4: Set @ m22: = (Select attributes from T1, T2 where (T1.attribute> values) and (T2.attribute> 
values) and (condition) and (T1.key = T 2.key); 

S’: Select @m11 union @m12 union @m21 union @m22; 
Accordingly, the query graph then takes the form (Fig. 4): 

 

Fig. 4. Graphs with whole and divided tables of query. 
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Thus, the number of vertices to which the original graph increases is proportional to the number of divisible 
tables and the number of parts to which they are divided. Let’s k  is the number of divisible tables, t  is the number 
of tiers in the information graph of the query, r  is the current tier of the graph, rn  is the number of queries on tier 

, rr m  is the number of queries for option 1, ik  is the number of parts in the i-th table, gk  – the number of vertices 
added to the initial graph. 

Then: 
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Figure 5 shows the graphs of the increase in the total number of vertices, depending on the complexity of the 
initial graph and the initial number of vertices in the graph when dividing each table into only two parts. Complexity 
is the product of values: the number of tiers, the average number of vertices on the tier, and the average number of 
tables in queries. 

 

Fig. 5. Increase the complexity of the query graph. 

It can be seen from the figure that with increasing complexity of the initial graph, the number of vertices in the 
modified graph, taking into account the tables divided into parts, increases very much. Manually constructing such a 
graph is very laborious, and it is even more difficult to analyze it for constructing an optimal parallel query 
execution plan. 

In this case, methods of parallel computation can very much help. One of these methods is presented in [12]. 

3. Testing simple query in a multithreaded application 

The previous section tells you how it is possible to divide queries into sub-queries for their parallel 
implementation. But, there is an open question about the possible acceleration when such a division is made. To test 
the query, it was developed the application using the multithreading property of the computing environment. The 
testing was conducted in three directions: 

1. Study of the changes in the magnitude of acceleration depending on the number of threads with the presence of 
horizontal parallelism and without the use of an index. 

2. Study of the change in the magnitude of the acceleration by the means available in MySql and with the use of 
horizontal parallelism. 

3. Study of the changes in the magnitude of acceleration depending on the amount of data with the presence of 
horizontal parallelism. 

Experiment conditions: Table t1, consisting of 1000, 10000, 20000, 30000 and 400000 records and having the 
structure: t1 (a:int not null primary key; b:char(10); c:char(10)). 

Experiment 1. Four queries were selected for testing: 
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1. Select * from t1. When the query was decomposed into two threads, two queries were executed: 
Select * from t1 where a<500; Select * from t1 where a>499; 

The output of the results was carried out only on the display. 
2. Select avg (a) from t1. When the query was decomposed into two threads, two queries were executed: 

Select avg(a)  from t1 where a<500 into @m1;Select avg(a) from t1 where a>499 into @m2; 
The result was combined using the command: 

Select (@m1+@m2)/2; 
3. Select * from t1. When the query was decomposed into two threads, two queries were executed: 

Create view v1 as Select * from t1 where a<500;Create view v2 as Select * from t1 where a>499. 
The result was combined using the command: 

Create view v as Select * from v1 union Select * from v2. 
4. Select avg(a) from t1 where b like «%a%». When the query was decomposed into two threads, two queries were 

executed: 
Select avg(a) from t1 where b like «%a%» and a<500 into @m1; 
Select avg(a) from t1 where b like «%a%» and a>499 into @m2; 

The result was combined using the command: 
Select (@m1+@m2)/2; Create view v as Select * from v1 where a<@m1; 

In all three cases, the decomposition into 3 and 4 threads was carried out in a similar way. 
The dependence of the query execution time on the number of threads is shown in Fig. 6: 

  

Fig. 6. Diagram of query execution time in different conditions. 

Query 2a is query 2, but without combining the results. Request 4b – query 4 with an index for the attribute b. 
From Table 2 and the diagram (Fig. 6), it is possible to notice that the aggregation of the results of the threads by 
means of the SQL server is very slow. The execution time of queries without aggregating the results is much lower 
(line 2b in Fig. 6). Therefore, it makes sense to aggregate the results using the application – the add-in over the 
database server. 

At query 3, time for thread parallelization differs significantly from other queries. The graph of the dependence 
of the execution time of query 3 on the number of threads is shown in Fig. 6. 

As shown in Fig. 6, the execution time of a simple query for a sample without additional structures for thread 
parallelization is longer than the query execution time without parallelization. This is the expected result, because, 
firstly, the condition appears in the subqueries, which entails an increase in labor intensity, and secondly, without 
the index, the server passes through the entire table, and not only by a certain group of records. 

And, of course, it is worth noting that in the case of queries involving the aggregation function, the acceleration 
in parallelization has a positive dynamics, in contrast to the queries for data selection. 

Experiment 2. One of the most well-known and sustainable means to achieve faster execution of queries is the 
use of indexes.  

To analyze the dynamics of changing the speed of execution of parallel requests from the presence of an index, 
query 4 was executed for a different number of threads. The dependence of the execution time of query 4 on the 
number of threads and the presence of an index is shown in Fig.7a. 
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In other queries, the attribute that participates in the condition is the primary key and the index on it was not 
created. 

Experiment 3. In the following experiment, it was studied the change in the acceleration of query execution from 
the amount of data and the number of threads. Carrying out similar experiments for a larger table and calculating the 
acceleration according to the formula R=T_sequential/Т_parallel [14], it was obtained that for this table t1 the 
acceleration will be positive already on two threads only if the number of records is more than 40000. And this 
again does not apply to queries only with the choice of data. 

The dependence of the acceleration on the data volume is shown in Fig. 7b. 

 

Fig. 7. (a) Time of query execution in different conditions; (b) The diagram of the query execution time in different conditions. 

4. Factors to be taken into account in horizontal parallelism 

The testing of simple queries (without subqueries) showed that when using horizontal parallelism, it is necessary 
to take into account: 
 Properties of the computer system. With the help of special software it is possible to estimate the minimum part 

of records of any table, at which it will be possible to achieve acceleration during parallelization 
 Data volume. Adding vertices to the graph should be done in accordance with the estimate obtained in the 

paragraph above. 
 The type of the query. If this is a query to select data with the creation of the view, then the table is better not to 

divide. 
 Presence of indexes. If there are no indexes and this is a query for a sample, then it is better not to divide the 

table. 
In accordance with the above factors, any query can be associated with a painted weighted graph: G (u, v, c), 

where u is the set of vertexes of the graph (subqueries of the initial query), v is the set of edges of the graph (links 
between subqueries), c is the set of vertex labels (coloring, c = 1 is an indivisible vertex, c > 1 is a vertex divisible 
by c parts). 

Example. Let's have a query: 
(7) select a, b from t1, ( 
(6) select * from t2 where d like “a%”) as t5 where t1.a=t5.c union 
(5) select s as a, f as b from t3 where s<=value union  
(4) select f as a, g as b from t4 where  
(3) (s< select a+b from  
(2) select avg(a) as a from t1,  
(1) select avg(c) as b from t2); 

Let's assume that the tables have the following volume: 1t  – 10000, 2t  – 20000, 3t  –  25000, 4t  –  40000. In the 
table 3t  there is an index on the attribute s, in the table 2t  there is no index for the attribute d. 
Then, for example, the graph in Fig. 8 corresponds to this query. 
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Fig. 8. The graph of the query. Above the vertices is the number of the subquery, inside the vertex is the vertex label.  
Query 8 is the final query for subqueries 6 and 7, query 9 is the total query. 

Taking into account the vertex labels and the rules outlined in section 3, the graph will be supplemented with new 
vertices and connections and after that it will be possible to apply parallel computation methods to construct the 
query execution schedule. 

5. Conclusion  

Studies have shown: 

1. There are a number of ways that can speed up the processing of data in relational databases. Among them, a 
promising method is the application of parallel computing methods. 

2. Despite the seeming simplicity of queries in comparison with classical algorithms and the ease of constructing an 
information query graph, the direct application of parallel computation methods to queries is ineffective. 

3. Not all query constructs can use the horizontal form of intra-operation parallelism and this must be taken into 
account when constructing the query graph. 

The factors listed in the article that affect the decision to apply horizontal parallelism to the subquery are not a 
complete list. So, it is also necessary to take into account the sample size obtained by the previous subquery, the 
architecture of the computing system and other factors. All this leads to multiparametric optimization of the 
information graph of the query. 

The article shows the results of the study only on queries that extract data from one table. Similar results are 
performed on queries involving several tables and will be presented in the next publication. 
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